PRESS RELEASE // 3 November 2014
More than 230 participants attended the conference:
“Tips 4 Skills: Skills Sharing Gathering”!
On 23 October 2014, CORE-VET successfully concluded with a highly interesting and
engaging meeting of professionals of the Tourism and hospitality sector. The “Tips 4 Skills:
Skills Sharing Gathering” - held in Athens – was attended by more than 230
entrepreneurs, students, and sector’s employees of all levels, ranging from hotel owners
and managers, travel agencies, to the hard working staff in all positions. All of them
shared a common interest: building and pursuing a career pathway in one of the most
thriving industry sectors in Europe.
Tips 4 Skills was addressed to everyone working or wanting to build a career in the tourism
and hospitality sector. It was designed to provide the unique chance to meet and listen
to experts from the sector and understand what really has contributed to their success.
The speakers covered thus a broad range of representatives: From schools, education
and skill training, to experienced and successful restaurant, bar or hotel owners and
managers as well as employees with decades of work experience. The meeting was
moderated by Mrs. Olga Stavropoulou, President of Militos Consulting S.A.
The conference introduced an innovative new speaking model: True Talks©. This
innovative public speaking model, an inspiration of the team of Militos Consulting S.A.,
was created as a conference presentation tool for achieving productive public training
through direct communication with the professionals in the field of tourism and
hospitality. The purpose of the model is focused on the ability of the audience to
develop and demonstrate skills via outstanding and practical advice (tips) given by
professionals.
Learn more about CORE-VET and True Talks, by downloading the Tips 4 Skills Info Booklet
produced for the event which contains all key information about the CORE-VET, the
conference and the speakers as well as a variety of interventions and articles from
professionals on tourism and hospitality. Click here to download the booklet.
If you wish to learn more about the project, please visit the project website
www.corevet.eu
Click the Facebook button and stay tuned with CORE-VET project news!
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